7

Don’t follow through on instructions and fail to
ﬁnish work

8

Have diﬃculty engaging in leisure activities or doing
fun things quietly

9

Have diﬃculty organizing tasks and activities

MEMORY AID

10

Feel “on the go” or “driven by a motor”

11

Avoid, dislike, or am reluctant to engage in work that
When facing overwhelming urges or a slip:
requires sustained mental eﬀort

12

. I stay calm; I distance myself and reflect on what just happened.
Talk excessively

13

I identify
the thoughts
that tell me to exceed my limits.
Lose things.necessary
for tasks
or activities

14

Blurt out answers
beforethe
questions
haveofbeen
. I recall
principles
chance:
completed

15

Am easily distracted

16

Have diﬃculty awaiting
• Eachturn
play is independent.

17

Am forgetful in •dailyNo
activities
strategy works; there is no way to control the outcome.

18

Interrupt or intrude on others

• It gives a false impression about the likelihood of winning.
• Results are unpredictable.

• Negative expected winnings  more to lose than to win

remember
the eﬀort cit
I have
invested
so far.A clinical workbook (2nd ed.). New York: Guilford Press.
From R. A. Barkley & .
K. R.IMurphy
(1998),allAttention-Deﬁ
Hyperactivity
Disorder:
Reprinted with permission.Mastery

.

I remember all the advantages of controlling my gambling.

. I ask for help from others if all of the above fail.
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Photocopy this page and keep it in your wallet or purse for easy access in
case of emergency. You may also download a copy from the TreatmentsThatWork™ Web site at www.oup.com/us/ttw.

Homework
(To be done between sessions  and )

✎ Review the following workbook materials:
Relapse Prevention: Sophie’s Relapse
Relapse Warning Signs
Emergency Measures Part : Preventing a Slip
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